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… 

First follow Nature, and your Judgment frame 

By her just Standard, which is still the same: 

Unerring Nature, still divinely bright, 

One clear, unchang'd and Universal Light, 

Life, Force, and Beauty, must to all impart, 

At once the Source, and End, and Test of Art. 

… 

Those Rules of old discover'd, not devis'd, 

Are Nature still, but Nature Methodiz'd; 

Nature, like Liberty, is but restrain'd 

By the same Laws which first herself ordain'd. 

… 

A little Learning is a dang'rous Thing; 

Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian Spring: 

There shallow Draughts intoxicate the Brain, 

And drinking largely sobers us again. 

… 

Whoever thinks a faultless Piece to see, 

Thinks what ne'er was, nor is, nor e'er shall be. 

In ev'ry Work regard the Writer's End, 

Since none can compass more than they Intend; 

And if the Means be just, the Conduct true, 

Applause, in spite of trivial Faults, is due. 

… 

But most by Numbers judge a Poet's Song, 

And smooth or rough, with them, is right or wrong; 

In the bright Muse though thousand Charms conspire, 

Her Voice is all these tuneful Fools admire, 

Who haunt Parnassus but to please their Ear, 

Not mend their Minds; as some to Church repair, 

Not for the Doctrine, but the Music there. 

These Equal Syllables alone require, 

Though oft the Ear the open Vowels tire, 

While Expletives their feeble Aid do join, 

And ten low Words oft creep in one dull Line, 

While they ring round the same unvary’d Chimes, 

With sure Returns of still expected Rhymes. 

Where-e'er you find the cooling Western Breeze, 

In the next Line, it whispers thro' the Trees; 

If Chrystal Streams with pleasing Murmurs creep, 

The Reader's threaten'd (not in vain) with Sleep. 

Then, at the last, and only Couplet fraught 

With some unmeaning Thing they call a Thought, 

A needless Alexandrine ends the Song, 

That like a wounded Snake, drags its slow length along. 

… 
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True Ease in Writing comes from Art, not Chance, 

As those move easiest who have learn'd to dance, 

'Tis not enough no Harshness gives Offence, 

The Sound must seem an Echo to the Sense. 

Soft is the Strain when Zephyr gently blows, 

And the smooth Stream in smoother Numbers flows; 

But when loud Surges lash the sounding Shore, 

The hoarse, rough Verse should like the Torrent roar. 

 

 

 


